
 

Huawei has announced the release of a new version of its firmware. The latest version, known as Bm652, comes with many improvements over the predecessor's C68x firmware. Huawei has released this update to provide better quality service to users in China, but it can be downloaded by individual residents in other countries.

If you are looking for a stable and fast network connection for your device, consider downloading the latest Bm652 firmware from Huawei's website. If you have any questions about installation or the functionality of your device after updating your software, please refer to Huawei’s customer service website or contact them through social media channels. Firmware Update Process When you receive a
notification from your device and it indicates that you need to upgrade your software, follow the steps below:

Note: If there is no option to upgrade your software, follow these steps to flash your firmware manually: The Bm652 firmware adds several new features and changes for better user experience. These include: KK 4.1 (G469) support for apps like Facebook and QQ; updates of MediaTek Support Tool; updates of Huawei App; updated Guidance application; new Camera application; straightforward
interface and experience in the web browser. GPRS/EDGE data services are supported, which increase the speed of your device. Improved quality of voice calls, especially when you are in a noisy environment. The Bm652 firmware also includes an updated security patch for the month of April, an updated Auto-reboot feature, and many other minor upgrades. Huawei Bm652 Firmware download link
here: http://www.updatefirmware.net/huawei-bm652-firmware-download/
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